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For those dogs who struggle with stress and anxiety, having the
family at home will have both positives and negatives. For the
dogs who seek social contact, this may be a welcomed relief from
the stress of being alone, but for those who find it difficult to cope
with changes to routine or activity in the home, the next few
months may be very challenging.

With so many restrictions now in place, both puppies and dogs
that have never experienced behavioural problems may also now
be at risk. It will therefore be important to look at how we can
support our dogs by maintaining their routine, ensuring
interactions are calm, positive and consistent, and providing
appropriate outlets for both their physical and mental health.

The importance of sleep
Dogs need to sleep a lot more than us and one of the common causes of anxiety
and consequent reactivity is a lack of sleep.
Try to remember a time in your life where you have been over tired. I expect you
felt less able to cope and were more reactive to situations that wouldn’t usually
concern you. Our dogs are no different and causes of a lack of sleep can range
from children now being at home, to anyone trying to busy themselves around
the house. For all dogs, but especially those who only tend settle when you’re
out or sat down, it will therefore be important to:

- Ensure your dog has 24/7 access to their beds and ‘safe’ place.
- If your dog is needy and wants to be with the family, try to ensure there are

times where just one person can sit quietly with your dog so they have company,
but are still able to sleep.

- If the only time your dog sleeps is when you are sat still, try to keep all your

‘sitting down jobs’ to one time. If the only time your dog sleeps is when you are
out, ensure you build this into your routine, even if it means sitting quietly in
another area of your house, sitting in your car or out of sight in the garden.

- If you are home schooling your children, try to make the classroom a different
room to where your dog usually likes to settle.

- Although some owners are concerned that their dogs won’t settle on 1 walk a

day, providing appropriate mental stimulation at home can be a fantastic way of
giving your dog an alternative outlet. In fact, mental stimulation often helps dogs
to settle even more e.g. “Find it” games, homemade activity feeders (food hidden
inside several boxes), scent work, basic training (trick training, obedience) and
problem solving play (hiding a toy behind an obstacle, waiting for your dog to
offer different behaviours in order to receive a toy/treat).

Dogs and children
This is the perfect time to educate both yourselves and your children on your dog’s
behaviour and there is a plethora of information out there. It is also a time where
both your dog and children may need additional management:

- Ensure all interactions are closely monitored, even if this hasn’t previously been a
concern i.e. with all of the changes both our children and dogs are having to
contend with, uncharacteristic behaviour can occur on both sides. It is therefore
important to promote calm, positive and consistent interactions.

- Incidents of dog bites to children occur even when adults are present and this is

often because the adults also aren’t aware of the behavioural signs that indicate their
dog feels anxious or threatened. Educating the whole family will therefore be
essential.

- Consider the use of baby gates even if they have never been needed before, as

these provide a clear boundary in which your children know to leave your dog alone
and your dog can relax knowing they have some space.

- As previously discussed, over tiredness can lead to reactivity and it will therefore

be even more important to provide your dogs with opportunities to switch off and
sleep.

Recommended teaching resources:
A Kids' Comprehensive Guide to Speaking Dog! A fun, interactive, educational
resource to help the whole family understand canine communication by Niki Tudge
(www.dogwise.com)
‘Be Safe with Dogs’ by The Blue Cross - https://www.bluecross.org.uk/pet-advice/besafe-dogs
‘Puppies and Children’ by The Blue Cross - https://www.bluecross.org.uk/pet-advice/
puppies-and-children

Signs of stress and anxiety
It is easy to talk about stress and anxiety in dogs, but how do you know
what to look for?
Below are a few of the classic signs, but it is also important to recognise
that an absence of behaviour can be just as much of a concern. It is also
important to remember that any of these signs can be an indication that
you dog is unwell or in pain and so it will be important to talk to your
vet, especially if there are any sudden changes in behaviour.

- Panting
- Lip licking
- Yawning
- Appearing tense or cowering/cringing away from an interaction
- Excessive licking of themselves or items
- Rolling over when approached/handled
- Pacing, unable to settle
- Increase in vocalisation (barking, whining)
- Increase in vigilance/territorial behaviour (looking out of the windows/

If your dog is showing signs
of stress or anxiety, try
to identify the possible triggers
and look at how you can
either remove the triggers or help your dog to move away.

garden fences/checking parameters).
- Increase in needy behaviours (following you, needing to maintain
physical contact, licking/pawing or jumping up at you).
- When you leave your dog, they try to follow you, scratch at the door,
bark, howl and/or are very intense in their greetings on your return.
- Seeking space and/or hiding (taking themselves away from you or the
family).
- Avoiding physical contact, play, or showing a reluctance to go on a
walk.
- Any signs of aggression (lip curling, growling, snapping, biting) during
social interaction, over items/food, for no apparent reason.
- Any repetitive behaviours or behaviours that appear out of character
(tail chasing, light/shadow chasing)
- Changes to their sleep/wake cycle.
- Changes to appetite (eating more or less).

Separation-Related Behaviour Problems
How to avoid problems from
developing

- Try to maintain a routine, including

One of the most common reasons for
dogs developing separation-related
problems is having prolonged periods of
time at home with their owners (e.g. sick
leave, maternity leave, summer holidays).

- If there were certain times of the day

ALL dogs are therefore now vulnerable.
It will therefore be important to maintain
their ability to be left on their own,
whether this is for 20 minutes while you
sit in your car or out of sight in the
garden, or for an hour while you pop out
to the shops. Whenever you leave your
dog for this reason, ensure it includes
your usual departure cues such as
picking up the keys, putting your shoes
on and leaving through the same door.

What to do if your dog is
becoming more clingy or
separation problems already
exist
Although the pressure may now be off
owners who have been trying to avoid
their dogs being left, suddenly being
with your dogs all the time could lead to
more serious separation-related
problems. It will therefore be important
to:

when your dog is walked and fed.

your dog could cope being left, continue
to leave the dog at this time for as long
as they were happy. Whenever you
leave your dog for this reason, ensure it
includes your departure cues e.g.
picking up the keys, putting your shoes
on and leaving through the same door.

- Work on building your dog’s self-

confidence and independence by giving
them things to do while you potter
around in the next room (e.g. scattering
their food or giving them an activity
feeder). If the attachment is particularly
strong to one person, you could also see
if another member of the family could
engage in an activity with the dog.

- If you find you have more family

members at home, try to spread out the
care giving duties (walking, feeding,
playing with them) so that the dog
doesn’t become reliant on one person.

- If you are unsure whether your dog is

settling when they are left alone, set up a
camera so that you can monitor their
behaviour. If your dog is displaying
any signs of anxiety, avoid leaving
them and seek immediate advice.

Reactivity (to other people and dogs)
Reactivity problems are commonly caused by fear and anxiety and
social distancing is a method we commonly recommend to our
clients to help our dogs to cope. With the current measures in place,
this may therefore be the prefect time to start working with your dog:

back at the person/dog, which can be a lot of treats. Before long,
your dog should then start to look to you in anticipation of praise and
rewards when they see another person or dog. This is a super first
step!

- To help build your dog’s confidence, it is important to stay at the

If you are having the opposite problem, where everyone now seems
to be out walking when you used to be able to find that “quiet time”,
you may need to adjust your timings or engage in more activities at
home or in the garden. Once we are allowed to engage in nonessential travel again, you may then wish to look for a secure
paddock for a completely stress-free walk. Most, but not all, are
listed here; www.dogwalkingfields.co.uk

distance your dog can look at the other person/dog but not become
anxious and react. For many dogs the recommended 2 meters will
still be too close, however, most people appear to be trying to create
more space and appear to be keeping their dogs under closer
control.

- Once at the distance your dog feels relaxed, start to apply a

method known as counter-conditioning, where your dog is given a
positive “YES” and then a tasty treat, the second they look at the
other person/dog. This needs to be repeated every time they look

With any reactivity problem, it is highly recommended that you work
with a qualified behaviourist who can support you through a
treatment programme.

Puppies - Problem prevention

The current restrictions imposed by the Coronavirus are meaning many
puppies are having to stay with their breeders past the recommended
age of 8 weeks of age. Some puppies managed to just make it into their
new homes but have been unable to be vaccinated, and others received
their vaccinations but are now restricted in their opportunities to be
socialised.
The reason this is a concern is because puppies have a critical period up
to the age of around 16 weeks of age, where they are like sponges
soaking up information about the world around them. This helps them to
establish:
- What is safe and what is dangerous
- What needs attention and what can be ignored
- What outcome their responses have on environmental stimuli
- How to interact with other dogs and other species (including ourselves),
to facilitate appropriate social interactions
As all of these become generalised to different environments, individuals
and contexts, the puppies behavioural responses become refined and
this is what then helps them to make appropriate decisions throughout
their lifetime. Socialisation is therefore not about how much the puppy is
exposed to, it’s about making what they are exposed to a positive
experience.
To do our best to provide appropriate socialisation during these times, it
will therefore be important for either the breeder to take on this role or
for the owners to become a little more creative at home:

- If your puppy hasn’t been vaccinated, carry them out, pop them in a

pram, sit with them in your car or sit by your front door to watch the world
go by (ensuring your puppy is comfortable being carried/placed into a
pram at home before venturing out).

- If you are going on walks, try to vary where you go and expose your

puppy to other people (a), animals and environments i.e. streets, the park
and countryside walks. This will not only help to generalise their learning
but build on their sensory and proprioception awareness (b).

Keeping an eye on how your puppy is coping will be
important and so make sure someone can see them!

(a) Exposure to other people
Depending on where you live, exposing your puppy to people may
or may not be a problem. In some areas, the streets are busier than
ever, with cyclists and families out walking. However, for those who
live more remotely, the streets may now be empty.
Wherever you find yourself, having fun at home dressing up and
creating different characters will be a great way of preparing your
puppy for the world ahead, and this could be incorporated into
family games or to surprise the person at the end of your Facetime
chat! Some ideas include: becoming an old man by hunching over,
grabbing the closest thing you can find to a walking stick and
shuffling along with your face hidden by a hat. Becoming 20 years

younger is another character most of us will enjoy, skipping along
laughing out loud (maybe warning your neighbours first!!).
Any clothing that changes your appearance is worth having fun with
and once your puppy is comfortable with this at home, one of your
family members could appear in the garden in character or leave
the house a minute or two before you and then join you on your
family walk.
To avoid your puppy becoming concerned by your change in
appearance, start ‘easy’ by gradually covering up your face and
increasing your change in movements or voice. It is then important
that your puppy chooses if and when they would like to approach
so that they can investigate the new person in their own time.

(b) Proprioception and sensory awareness

Preventing separation-related problems

For all puppies, but especially the puppies who can’t be walked, it
will be important to create different sensory experiences to
enhance their sense of smell, hearing, sight, touch and taste.
Examples include; different surfaces and textures (e.g. car mats,
plastic table cloths, bubble wrap), different heights to climb onto
(e.g. ironing boards, sofa cushions, slightly raised boards on a book
- nothing too high!), and different widths/heights of passage ways
(e.g. two chairs facing back to back with a towel over the top, kids
play tunnel). Even placing out things to step over (mop and brush
handles) and providing sensory play with balls, sand and different
foods/smells will all help to build their awareness. This can be lots
of fun and so look around your house or be creative!

It will be essential for your puppies to develop coping strategies for
being left on their own and so ensure you are providing them with
independent activities to do while you go out of sight e.g. stuffed
Kongs, food scatters. Expanding on this, it will be important to
introduce closed doors/baby gates and also short absences, while
you either sit in your car or out of sight in your garden. As long as
your puppy is settled (take video footage), you can then extend on
the time working towards the length of time you will be needing
your puppy to be left once things return to normal.

Response to novelty
For puppies to develop confidence and a healthy curiosity in new
things, it is important for them to have lots of experiences that lead
to a positive outcome. To achieve this, think about how you can
either change or add something to their environment that they can
investigate. Some examples include; turning a garden chair upside
down, moving your large green bins into the garden, hanging
bunting up that you can then tie ribbons to (you may need to start
with the bunting lying on the ground), or unreeling your garden
hose and dangling it from the trees. Building on this, you can then
introduce items that change shape such as balloons being blown
up and umbrellas being opened and closed.
At each stage, ensure your puppy is introduced at a distance and
allowed to investigate in their own time. If they are concerned,
create a distraction in the opposite direction so your puppy follows
and then return without the puppy to make the item easier e.g. if an
upside chair is too scary, try starting by leaning the chair to one
side. Once your puppy is happy to investigate, you can then scatter
some treats or make a game around this item so that they learn
novel things = nice things.

Response to sounds
For puppies to gain confidence in the sounds they are likely to
encounter throughout their lifetime, it will be important to expose
them to as many sounds as possible in a controlled manner. To do
this, the sound should be introduced at its lowest possible volume
so that the puppy doesn’t become frightened.
For those puppies that have been bred in a family home, many will
be used to a lot of the household noises, but for those who haven’t,
introducing sounds, such as the hoover, lawnmower, hairdryer and
cooking equipment, will also be important.
For the sounds puppies are less likely to encounter, especially
during this time (e.g. traffic, aeroplanes/helicopters, buses/trains,
fireworks, shooting etc) you will need to use recorded sounds that
have been designed for this purpose (see below).
If a sudden or loud sound does frighten the puppy (e.g. dropping a
saucepan), it is important to allow the puppy to completely recover
and then expose the puppy to a diluted version while giving them
some treats (e.g. the saucepan being tapped with a wooden
spoon).

For most sounds, you want your puppy to learn to just
ignore them (habituate), but for some of the more
frightening sounds (sudden, loud or unexpected
noises), it is really important to create a positive
association with these, so your puppy is less likely to
become frightened of them in the future. For these
sounds, it is important to pair the sound with
something positive e.g. treats being thrown.

Recommended resources:
Dogs Trust Website:
‘Sounds Sociable’ which is designed to expose
puppies to the most common sounds they will
experience.
‘Sounds Soothing’ to prepare the puppy for the arrival
of a baby.
* Before using any of these programs, it is important to
read the accompanying booklet first.
App - ‘Sound Proof Puppy Training’.
You Tube - This is a great resource for sounds, however
it is important to:

- Make sure that you use good quality recordings.
- You have listened to them first so that you can
control what you are exposing your puppy to.

Handling and Gentle Restraint
Handling and gentle restraint are two other aspects which either
your puppy class tutor, or veterinary practice would normally have
discussed, as these are essential components that your puppy
needs to be confident with e.g. handling for general veterinary care
and for day to day cleaning and grooming. It also includes your
puppy becoming comfortable being picked up and wearing a
collar, lead and harness.
To build confidence, it is important to think about each process
being broken down into at least 10 steps and for each step to be
introduced slowly and at your puppy’s pace (write a plan before you
start). It is also important to make sure each step is introduced
calmly and positively. Below is an example on how to do this, using
‘How to introduce a harness to your puppy’:
1) Leave the harness lying around for your puppy to investigate
(under supervision so your puppy doesn’t chew it!).

2) Start to play with the harness’s clip/velcro, so that your puppy
gets used to the sound. Start at a distance to your puppy and as
you work through the following steps, gradually do it when your
puppy is approaching and settling with you.
3) Sit down with the harness on your lap and play a treat game
where the puppy can find treats on your lap, on/under the harness
and around your legs and feet i.e. not always near the harness.
4) Continuing with this game, start to pick the harness up and move
it around, avoiding any direct movements towards your puppy.
5) Start to hold the harness up and give your puppy a treat if they
approach. Note: Your puppy shouldn’t be worried about this
approach and if they are, go back to step 3).

6) Hold the harness up and offer a treat
just in front of the harness so your
puppy feels the harness around its neck/
back as it comes in for the treat. Feed
your puppy several treats.
7) If your harness requires your puppy to
place their head through a head piece,
start to hold a treat the other side and
reinforce them for this behaviour. Once
the harness is in place, allow it to sit on
your puppy’s back and feed your puppy
a treat. Each time also throwing a treat
away so that you are confident they are
happy to return.
8) Work through stage 7) but this time
do the harness up. If your puppy
remains relaxed, praise them and give
them a treat. If they wiggle, stop what
you are doing and either ask for some
help to keep them focused (e.g.
someone feeding them treats) or give
them a lick mat/Kong wedged between
your legs. If you are concerned they are
wiggling because they are worried, go
back to stage 6)
9) Once the harness is on, allow them to
walk around for gradually increasing
periods of time and begin to introduce
different environments e.g. inside the
house and then outside in the garden.
10) Once they are relaxed and
unconcerned by the harness, pop on a

lead and leave it trailing (supervised!).
You can then start to gently pick up the
lead, but ensure you are following them
so there is no pressure.
11) Gradually begin to pause if they pull
and only release once they remove the
pressure.
12) Once you have practiced in easy
environments (e.g. at home and in your
garden), start to go out on walks.

Training Classes
If you can’t attend a virtual puppy class,
there is a huge amount of advice and
training online with a favourite being
Emily Larlham, who has a fantastic You
Tube channel ‘Dog Training with
Kikopup’.

Very Important Note:
Once the restrictions are lifted, it will
be ESSENTIAL not to suddenly
overwhelm your puppy by taking
them to busy places or asking
everyone to meet them.
Your generation of puppies are going
to need more careful management
and some puppies may need support.
It will therefore be important to go at
your puppies pace and seek advice if
they are struggling.

Where to get help from
qualified behaviourists
If you are concerned about any aspects of your dog’s behaviour,
please seek help from a Clinical Animal Behaviourist as this may be
your perfect opportunity to avoid behaviours becoming
established and to make progress through some of the early
stages of a treatment plan.
Advice Phone or Facetime calls are currently being offered by Ali
Scott for:

-Breeders
-Puppy owners
-Dog and cat owners who are concerned about their pets

behaviour. Note: A veterinary referral will still be required.
For more information, please email:
ali@dogbehaviourconsultant.co.uk with the subject heading:
ADVICE CALL.
There are also a number of qualified behaviourists who are
continuing to offer full consultations (with report). For more
information, please visit: www.apbc.org.uk and
www.abtcouncil.org.uk
And a number of qualified trainers offering remote puppy/training
classes: www.apdt.co.uk and www.abtcouncil.org.uk
I wish you all the very best through these difficult times.
Please stay safe,

Introduction to the building blocks of
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